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Abstract—Latest Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) localize
themselves by triangulation based on reﬂector landmarks detected by Laserscanners. The number of reﬂectors ranges from
hundreds to thousands. Every reﬂector must be mounted and
precisely located by skilled personnel. Additionally, the AGV
cannot locate itself if no reﬂectors are in the ﬁeld of view;
furthermore, any change in the factory layout requires the
position of the reﬂectors to be modiﬁed accordingly. One aim
of the PAN-Robots project1 is a seamless transition between
reﬂector- and contour-based localization as well as localization
in unknown areas to guarantee optimal localization performance
for safe and efﬁcient AGV operation.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In currently existing warehouses, AGVs localize themselves by triangulation based on reﬂector landmarks detected
by Laserscanners (see Fig. 1).
The number of reﬂectors ranges from hundreds to thousands. This reﬂector system must be mounted and precisely
located by skilled personnel. Additionally, the AGV cannot
locate itself if no reﬂectors are in the ﬁeld of view. Furthermore, any change in the factory layout requires the position
of the reﬂectors to be modiﬁed and mapped accordingly.
Localization based on natural landmarks or occupancy grid
maps is widely applied in research (see e.g. [2]–[13]) but is
not yet applied broadly in industrial environments. One aim
of PAN-Robots is a seamless transition between reﬂector- and
contour-based localization as well as localization in yet unknown areas to guarantee optimal localization performance for
safe and efﬁcient AGV operation. Three levels of localization
will be developed and implemented based on Laserscanners
supporting a smooth transition between the following techniques:
•

A combination of state of the art reﬂector based
localization and new localization based on existing
natural landmarks, registered in a digital map. This
system will overcome the need of numerous reﬂectors.

•

Exclusively existing natural landmark-based localization (landmarks are registered in a digital map), enabling a reliable localization in areas without any
reﬂectors.

Fig. 1. Reﬂector-based localization like performed by the SICK NAV 350
Laserscanner is currently state of the art in AGV localization in industrial
environments. [1]

•

The PAN-Robots initial plant exploration process will
register special features, e.g. artiﬁcial landmarks (reﬂectors)
or natural geometrical landmarks. These will then be used for
localization. This paper is organized as follows:
•

In Section II, the technical objects of PAN-Robots in
general and the particular objectives for the localization module are described.

•

Section III describes the process of contour-based selflocalization and gives some details on the used digital
map, landmark extraction and association.

•

Some preliminary evaluation results of the described
system are given in Section IV.

•

We conclude this paper in Section V and outline future
work in Section VI.

1 This

paper is written within PAN-Robots project. PAN Robots is funded
by the European Commission, under the 7th Framework Programme Grant
Agreement n. 314193. The partners of the consortium thank the European
Commission for supporting the work of this project.
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Localization in unknown areas by simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) where not even a map
of existing natural landmarks is available [3].

II.

G ENERAL O BJECTIVES OF PAN-ROBOTS

B. Accuracy

Today, product processing and packaging have reached a
high degree of automation, in which energy consumption, agile
manufacturing and product customization are well addressed.
On the other hand transportation of raw materials and ﬁnal
products from or to storage and shipment points usually
requires the use of manually operated forklifts. However,
automation and optimization should be applied to the whole
manufacturing chain.
Thus, factory logistics represents a major bottleneck in
production and packaging of mass products. In addition today’s
AGV system technology is still in an early stage of development and its deployment in the factory requires a lot of effort
by skilled staff, e.g. for planning the layout of up to thousands
of reﬂectors, mounting the reﬂectors, mapping their precise
locations and testing the complete system.
The objective of PAN-Robots is to develop, demonstrate
and validate a generic automation system for factory logistics
in modern factories based on advanced AGVs. The concept of
PAN-Robots is visualized in Fig. 2.

The required accuracy for localization based on contour
data depends on the tasks an AGV has to fulﬁll, and also on
its environment. We therefore distinguish the following tasks
and environments:
•

One-way corridors

•

Two- or three-way corridors

•

Pallet handling in gravity racks and block storage

In current AGV operation, safety Laserscanners are used
to guarantee collision-free AGV operation. If an object in the
driving direction of the AGV is detected within its warning
zone, the AGV slows down to shorten its breaking distance.
While guaranteeing safe operation, this behavior increases the
mission time of the AGV. It is therefore important that the
localization accuracy is high enough so that the AGV keeps
a sufﬁcient distance between its warning zone and structural
elements, manual forklifts or pedestrians.
In one-way corridors as shown in Fig. 3, the required
localization accuracy therefore depends only on the minimum
corridor width wcorridor and the maximum width of an AGV
wAGV :
accuracy ≤

Fig. 2.

wcorridor − wAGV
2

The concept visualization of the PAN-Robots project.

This paper outlines the contour-based self-localization system that will be used in the newly developed PAN-Robots
AGVs as shown on the right side of Fig. 2. The contourbased self-localization system plays a key role in enabled more
ﬂexible and more efﬁcient AGV operation. There are three
basic requirements a self-localization system needs to fulﬁll
are efﬁciency, accuracy, and robustness.
A. Efﬁciency
We consider the localization system to be efﬁcient if the
frequency of the position updates is sufﬁcient for the tasks
relying on the localization system like local path planning,
pallet loading and unloading. In current AGV operation, position updates with 8 Hz are sufﬁcient to fulﬁll these tasks
successfully. We adopt this frequency and require that the
contour-based localization system delivers position estimates
at least every 125 ms.
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Fig. 3.

A one-way corridor in the Casbega warehouse in Madrid, Spain.

Two- or more way corridors, as depicted in Fig. 4, impose
higher requirements on the accuracy of the localization system
since other AGVs using the same localization system pass by.
In current AGV operation, there are situations where the lanes
of two AGVs have only a distance of 0.3 m. Thus, the position
tolerance of each AGV is less than 0.15 m. If we require this
accuracy within three sigma, we get a required localization
accuracy of 5 cm and ± 5 deg within one sigma. The same
requirements therefore apply to 3-way corridors which are
common in picking zones in front of production areas.
Pallet handling imposes similar requirements on the selflocalization accuracy. AGVs must be able to position themselves in front of a speciﬁc pallet in front of a gravity rack
(Fig. 5) or block storage (Fig. 6) to be able to start visual

Fig. 4.

A three-way corridor in the Casbega warehouse in Madrid, Spain.

Fig. 6.

A block storage area in the Casbega warehouse in Madrid, Spain.

III.

C ONTOUR -BASED S ELF -L OCALIZATION

This section outlines the software modules of the contourbased self-localization system. The software architecture of
this sub-system is shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 5.
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A gravity rack in the Casbega warehouse in Madrid, Spain.

servoing. The ﬁgures show typical picking or placing positions
in front of gravity racks and block storage areas.
The width of a pallet wpallet varies; typical widths are
0.8 m or 1 m. The distance dpallet between two pallets is
roughly 0.2 m. The required localization accuracy can therefore
be computed as:
wpallet − dpallet
accuracy ≤
2
Thus, when using pallets with a width of 0.8 m positioned
in a distance of 0.2 m, the required localization accuracy has
to be less than 0.5 m to assure to be in front of the right pallet.
To conclude, the required localization accuracy is 5 cm and ±
5 deg within one sigma since the position tolerance of each
AGV is less than 0.15 m in two-way corridors.
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Fig. 7.

Architecture of contour-based self-localization system.

The software modules of self-localization sub-system can
be distinguished in the following four main modules:
•

Digital map containing natural landmarks generated
by initial plant exploration

•

Online extraction of natural landmarks from scan data

•

Online association of landmarks from map with landmark candidates from scan data

•

Localization core module performing prediction and
update of pose

A. Digital Map
C. Robustness
Finally, the localization system needs to be able to tolerate
to some degree the occlusion of reﬂectors or natural landmarks
by other AGVs, manual forklifts or pedestrians.
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A prerequisite for the self-localization is a map that contains a sufﬁcient amount of appropriate landmarks. The map
is generated during the initial plant exploration. The number
of landmarks in the map is sufﬁcient, if at least one unique

landmarks or more landmarks with unique distances between
each other are detected in all positions in the warehouse.
B. Landmark Extraction
There are various possibilities to perform contour-based
self-localization. By contour-based we mean using only range
and angle information of scan data, without relying on the
reﬂectivity of artiﬁcial markers like reﬂectors as described
in [14]. One possibility to perform self-localization is to
accumulate scans in an occupancy grid map, another possibility
is to extract features (natural landmarks) like posts, poles,
corners or walls from the scan data. Fig. 8 shows examples of
possible natural landmarks.

•

Prediction of the next likely pose to extract near
landmarks from the map

•

Update of the estimated pose by associated landmark
detections

The global localization is done via distance comparison
of landmark candidates detected in a scan and landmarks
contained in the digital map. The estimation of the pose will
be done with the same rate as the Laserscanner sends scan
data. Current Laserscanners used for navigation in warehouses
typically send scan data at a rate of 8 Hz.
IV.

P RELIMINARY E VALUATION R ESULTS

We present preliminary results as a proof-of-concept for
our contour-based self-localization system.
A. Evaluation Setup
We recorded scan data at the premises of our project partner
Casbega in Madrid, Spain. The scan data has been recorded
while the AGV fulﬁlls a mission and delivers a pallet. As
reference we used the position estimated by a NAV 350 that
utilized the existing reﬂector installation for localization. The
digital map containing natural landmarks has been generated
by using the NAV 350 position as reference. In a later stage
of the project, we will use SLAM to build this map. Fig. 9
shows one of the trajectories that have been used to evaluate the
preliminary localization module. For visualization purposes, it
is plotted in the grid map of the warehouse.

Fig. 8.

Extraction of various different natural landmarks.

In addition, e.g. a curvature detector can be used to
extract peaks from the scan data that can be used as natural
landmarks [15]. Feature-based and grid-based approaches each
have advantages and disadvantages. Within PAN-Robots we
will ﬁrst evaluate the feasibility of feature-based localization
and then continue with the evaluation of grid-based methods.
C. Association
The association of landmarks from the map with landmark
candidates from scan data will be done in several ways:
•

Use of scan-point based descriptor

•

Geometric considerations of distances between landmarks

•

Plausibility checks

All these measures will make sure that a sufﬁcient number
of associations of features to landmarks are passed to the selflocalization core module.
D. Localization Algorithm
The core module of the self-localization system is an
Extended Kalman Filter algorithm [3] which has three tasks:
•

Initialization by means of global localization
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Fig. 9. The trajectory used for evaluation plotted in the grid map of a part
of the warehouse of Casbega in Madrid, Spain.

B. Preliminary Results
The comparison of the different trajectories is shown in
Fig. 10. It can be seen that both trajectories match very
well. The absolute position difference is shown in Fig. 11.
The mean difference is 0.035 m (standard deviation 0.046 m,
median 0.026 m), which is sufﬁcient for our application, but we
have to reduce the maximum deviation of 0.33 m. The angular
difference between the localization algorithms is shown in Fig.

12. The mean angular difference is -0.047 deg (standard deviation 0.247 deg, median -0.039 deg), which is already sufﬁcient
for our use case. The complete localization algorithms can be
executed in real time when using a Core 2 Duo processor with
2.5 GHz. An improvement of the execution time will be future
work. While the localization approach already works in most
of the warehouse areas with automatically generated maps we
will increase the robustness in the progress of PAN-Robots.
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Fig. 11. The position difference between the contour-based and the reﬂectorbased self-localization.





 

 

 







Fig. 12. The angular difference between the contour-based and the reﬂectorbased self-localization.

V.

The authors would also like to thank Casbega and Elettric80 for providing their expertise and great help regarding
the recorded measurement data.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the trajectory of the contour-bases self-localization
with the reﬂector-based self-localization done by the SICK NAV 350. Both
trajectories align at this resolution, the difference is plotted in Fig. 11 and 12.

  

In addition to a landmark-based self-localization approach
we will evaluate a combined approach also using grid-based
Monte-Carlo localization and eventually Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [3] to be able to cope with dynamic changes of the environment without needing to generate
a completely new map for the whole warehouse.
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VI.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we described one key aspect of the PANRobots project: a contour-based self-localization system that
will be able to deliver an accurate, efﬁcient and robust pose
estimation in large warehouse environments. The preliminary
evaluation results are encouraging and will be extended in the
progression of PAN-Robots.
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